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EPS. Best pin system
EPS reliably protects private houses and is also very popular
in clearly structured master key systems in office buildings,
catering facilities or residential developments. EPS is the
successful result of the continuous further development of
tried and tested EVVA pin systems. High level of user comfort
and durability make the system the best of pin systems.

The benefits of EPS at a glance

››One key fits all
››For master key systems with a distinct

structure
Quick assembly thanks to modular design
Maximum patent validity until 2027

››
››

EPS. One system, many details
EPS is a spring-loaded pin system with five or six active, springloaded scanning elements and offers up to 20 additional side
coding variants. The keys‘ integrated tampering control within
the cylinder and the dual-action locking pins offer a high level of
security. The EPS key is a strong nickel silver key with a large key
cross-section. EPS cylinders are available in compact and modular
design.

All-round protection
Copy keys, additional cylinders and lock charts are available
from authorised EVVA Partners but only with corresponding
proof of legitimacy, the EVVA security card.

Benefit from the security features
The reliable technology of the EPS cylinder offers lasting
protection against illegal opening methods.

Practical, handy and appealing
Optionally, EPS keys are available in a range of
colours. The colour coding helps to easily distinguish
between keys.

Drilling protection

Plug pulling protection

Unique EVVA service
Since 1919, EVVA services have been focused on customer
benefits. This has resulted in market-based products, the
best product and consulting service as well as an outstanding
locking system expertise.

Locking systems by professionals
Master key systems define who has
access to which facilities. EVVA provides
comprehensive master key system and
access control system expertise as well as
high-performance locking systems.

Mechanical and electronic
locking systems
EVVA is one of the few manufacturers
that develops and produces electronic and
mechanical locking systems in Vienna.
EVVA`s electronic and mechanical products
can be combined in locking systems
around the world depending on customer
demands.

Excellent advice
EVVA is your reliable partner. Be it for
technical queries concerning EVVA products
or planning issues regarding a project, you
can always count on EVVA.

Innovation made in Austria

Trust a family-owned
business that has been
researching, developing
and producing for 100
years and operates in a
respectful and cooperative
way. EVVA – Leading
European manufacturer in
mechanical and electronic
locking systems!
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